2011.08.18

Meeting Notes

Details

Date: Thursday, August 18, 2011
Time: 11-12 pm
Place: 403 Olin Library

Attendees

- Jessica Withers, Sally Lockwood, Eisha Prather, Randi Kepecs, Jim Morris-Knower, Lance Heidig

Agenda / Minutes

Old Business

Jim will finalize time/day for Jason Mazzone talk about copyright issues. He will work with Pete Magnus of the Career Development Committee to tie in a similar talk geared toward those who publish articles. There may be a tie-in with Peter Hirtle. Jim has not heard back from Tracy Mitrano regarding her presenting her area of expertise on copyright issues.

Eisha reported that the Mentoring Committee has no co-chair yet but they are fine with sending a representative to our meetings. Jessica reported that the Career Development Committee will also send a representative to our meetings. She will make our wiki programming page accessible to the CDC so that they can make suggestions/read our ideas. Both committees are free to send their representative to our meetings at any time.

Sally reported her findings on Crucial Conversations contacts outside the University. The County of Riverside, CA reported that they tried to have an anonymous online chat room but that it didn't catch on primarily because there was a delay to posting (info security). It functioned more as a bulletin board instead of operating in "real time". Their website is: http://leadership.rc-hr.com/CrucialLeadershipConversations/tabid/763/Default.aspx; Sally will talk with Linda Bryan regarding the Library Forum role in this and ask if she can come to one of our meetings and answer questions. Is there a follow up for CC alumni? Have other Cornell staff outside the library taken the sessions? One idea is to have
an "Ask CC" online column for Cornell University.

**Programming**

Randi will investigate Office Yoga programming for this year. This may take the form of a class and/or a series.

Jessica will get in touch with the Wellness Program to tie in the library with destination walks. There were many suggestions, one was to incorporate the big red bikes that are now available to borrow, perhaps with Anne Kenney.

**New Business**

Lance noted there is no mechanism for making changes to our by-laws. He will talk with the original founders of the Library Forum for their input.

Next meeting - Wednesday, August 31, 3-4pm Mann Room 202A Admin Demo Room - meeting with Subcommittee Chairs.

Minutes submitted by Sally Lockwood
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